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Six BSSF Suggestions 
From the President, Eric Schrader

1. Prioritize Bonsai Soil!

BSSF is having its 3rd annual soil making party this month, on Saturday, July 16th. The club uses “Boon mix”:

a combination of 1/3 akadama, 1/3 lava and 1/3 pumice. This particular soil mix is known to provide good

growing characteristics for many tree species across many locations. In fact, while Boon was giving his talk in

June he told a long story about how important he believes repotting is, and why he will only work with students

when they agree to repot their trees into good soil. If you believe me when I say that 90% of the work in bonsai

is keeping your plant healthy and happy, then you should also understand that soil will play a major part in

that. Attend the soil workshop and take advantage of everyone’s hard work to get this resource. You won’t  
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From the President    (continued)

easily find it in a nursery or online for the price that

you can find it at this month’s workshop and potluck

2. Balance your work and your bonsai

I’ve recently become much busier than I had been

for the last few months with work. After a couple

weeks of being seriously busy I’ve come to

remember that it can be difficult to balance one’s

interest in bonsai with full-time work, family and all

the normal needs in life. I’ve adjusted by taking just

a little time each day to read about bonsai and a

little to think about it in quiet contemplation. On the

4th Sunday in June I managed to finish decandling

the last of my Japanese black pines and partially

defoliate an elm. Like many people, for the time

being, my bonsai activities are largely confined to

the weekend. Take your interest in bonsai and

schedule one weekend per month to simultaneously

nurture your trees and your interest. Sign up for a

workshop (July – Basics, August – go to REBS?,

October – Peter Tea, November – Matt Reel) or

make an effort all on your own. Whatever you

accomplish, you’ll be practicing and making

decisions.

3. Fill up your “Summer Lull”

It may be lucky for me, considering item 2, that now

that I’ve decandled my pines that there is typically a

bit of a lull in the work needed on trees. As the

weather gets cold for some, hot for others, trees

frequently sit still without growing much. Keep an

eye on watering, take care not to over-water or

under-water. During July and August I frequently

find myself thinning and wiring younger junipers

and Monterey cypress. If you listen to all the advice

from everyone on when to- and when not-to-do a

particular type of work you might find that you never

manage to even do it. So take these relatively quiet

months to do a bit of experimenting (use material

that isn’t precious).  Redwoods, junipers, and other

trees that are full and growing can be cut back and

shaped.

4. Move past being a “beginner”

It’s a blessing to BSSF to have so many

enthusiastic beginners involved in our programs, 

participating, returning and learning. It’s part of our

hopes, as I mentioned last month, that you will all

become serious bonsai enthusiasts in one way or

another. But, as a beginner it can sometimes seem

like you will never learn enough to really create a

good bonsai. I would encourage you to learn in as

many ways as you can, studying books, magazines

(old, new, doesn’t matter) and using the internet to

find some sort of consensus. (except on soil – see

item 1 and ignore the internet.) Then, see items

5 and 6 below also.

5. Buy a tree

If you’re ever to get past being a beginner you

might want to consider buying a nice tree. Here’s

the deal – you can’t learn to make trees beautiful if

you have no way to learn the techniques used to

create them. If you only ever work on small starter

material you may never learn fine branch placement

and the subtleties of wiring and styling. Do yourself

a favor and as I mentioned a couple months ago,

find a couple show trees to work on while you are

nurturing your project trees. The show trees will

teach you different things!

6. Sell a tree

Too many trees is one problem that’s easy to solve,

if you can only get past your attachment to them. I

find many reasons not to sell trees, but in the end,

once I’ve decided, I rarely regret selling them. The

reason is that I nearly always sell my least

interesting trees, not my best ones. Selling trees

was on the minds of the board at our recent

meeting. We’d like to encourage members to swap

unwanted trees more often. If you’re looking to

unload some trees and want to donate them,

consider bringing them to the September auction! If

you want to recoup some dough, bring them to any

of the other general meetings and offer them to

other members: BSSF policy encourages people to

sell trees at the meetings, BSSF receives a 20%

cut, consider it a donation.
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Boon Manakativipart on Ficus
Eric Schrader

        
        Boon Manakativipart            Photo: Catherine Wolf

Not too many current members were aware at the

beginning of the June meeting that Boon, of Bonsai

Boon, got his start as a member of the Bonsai

Society of San Francisco.  Boon moved to the

United States from Thailand when he was a

teenager and was an avid orchid enthusiast when

he discovered bonsai at the 1988 BSSF show. 

Soon after, he joined the club.  His first teacher was

BSSF founding member John Boyce, who taught

Boon in a bonsai basics class.

Boon is now a renowned professional who travels

across not only the United States teaching groups

but also internationally.  In beginning his talk about

tropical trees and specifically ficus, Boon mentioned

that the most important thing he does when he

starts with students and trees is to repot the trees

into bonsai soil.

  

he originally went to Florida to teach study groups,

he found that the trees were frequently weak

because they were being grown in potting soil. 

Boon started working with three groups of students

and asked them to transplant the trees into good

soil.  He always tells his prospective students: “I

don't teach people who don't use good soil.”

The root of the problem with the trees that his

students in Florida were growing lay in the practice

they were using when repotting.  They were only 

taking off the sides and the bottom of the rootball

without doing more serious root work on the interior. 

Boon emphasized that roots that are trapped in the 

old dense soil get hot and can start to rot; this is the

case even for tropical trees in tropical environments. 

To correct the problem Boon works with his

students to clear out all the old dense soil and the

dead tissue during repotting.  Within a year the

roots of most tropicals will be thriving.

Boon used four small ficus and a large one as props

and demonstration subjects.  He spoke about how

birds leave ficus seeds on top of statues in places

like Thailand and then they begin growing up there

in the complete absence of soil.  Boon supposed

that you don't need soil to grow ficus at all, but you

do need organic fertilizer.

Utilizing a handout that showed a series of photos

from the well-regarded pair of books by Cheng

Cheng (sidaio.com), Boon went through some of the

development steps for creating high-quality trees

using ficus. He mentioned that the SiDiao books

contain a lot of good information and that the

principles are the same as the ones that have been

developed by the Japanese

       Cutting from Boon’s          

       F. retusa demo tree

       

For ficus, Boon emphasized that defoliation will not

be productive for trees in development.  Defoliate

when you have a mature plant, not just because

someone gave you the idea.  By species, he  

mentioned the following about defoliation.         

     • Willow leaf (F. nerifolia) – can be defoliated, but

not a lot.

     • Green island ficus (F. retusa) -- the species

loses old leaves in spring.  Cut off old leaves, not

the new ones.

     • Benjimina (F. benjimina) – Boon does not

defoliate them.

To increase the size of the trunk or grow out the

branch structure the trees should be allowed to

grow rambunctiously.  The best time to cut branches

is in summer when the tree will have a chance to

respond.  Boon surmised that this is 

because summer typhoons break the branches and

defoliate during the stormy summer, so the trees

are adapted to it.  After pruning, spray the cuts with 

water to stop them from bleeding milky sap, and 
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Boon  Manakativipart   (Continued)

wait to fertilize after you work on them; this will

control the node length on the new shoots.

In developing Ficus the following will make them

grow faster (not surprisingly):

     • Full sun conditions

     • Heat

     • Fertilizer

     • Ample room in the container

     • Lots of water

If you don’t have a greenhouse or other warm

location, protect the tree during cool weather,

anything under 50 degrees.  Take special care to

keep ficus warm after repotting which, in contrast to

most trees grown locally, should be performed during

the growing season rather than during winter.  Yes,

repot when it is hot, even if they are actively growing. 

To avoid “ginseng” shaped tube roots, particularly on

F. nerifolia, be sure to cut back the large roots hard.

A few members asked about the tendency that 

ficus leaves drop when you change location or 

conditions - either to warmer or colder.  When the

tree drops leaves, the new ones that come out later

will normally be just as large.  Forced-defoliation on

the other hand causes smaller leaves but weakens

the tree.

                               Photo: Diana Lum      

Boon let the group choose which branch to cut off his

demo tree; while it started out looking somewhat like

a slingshot, it was soon reduced to a more pleasing

single trunk line.  He cleaned the cut with a Masakuni

knob cutter to make a concave wound.  

After cleaning up the first cut he indicated that the 

tree could be reduced further in the future once 

more branching had been established lower on the

trunk.

A note about pests on ficus:  Ants will farm aphids

and sometimes scale on the trees.   If you see a lot

of ants on your trees check for pests and spray

accordingly.

Summer Potluck and Soil Workshop

BSSF will hold a Summer Potluck along with a Soil

Workshop on Saturday, July 16th at the County Fair

Building. There will not be a Member Meeting on

Thursday, July 14th.  Set-up starts at 8:00 AM. 

We’ll start sifting as soon as possible and stay until

we are done. The potluck will be at Noon, but

refreshments will be available in the Garden Room

throughout

Key Information

Cost – Free to participate

(Soil is $5 per gallon to take home)

Bring buckets or containers so you can take Bonsai

soil!

Date: Saturday July 16th, 8 AM to 2 PM

Location: County Fair Building  (Map on page 7.)

All members and their families are welcome to come

learn, eat and watch the fun. There are roles for

everyone. People will be sifting, shuttling soil from

station to station, mixing, fulfilling member orders,

taking payments and setting-up the potluck. 

Participation in the soil workshop is necessary to

purchase soil at $5.00 per gallon. If you were with

us in 2015, you know we ran out of small lava

before anything else, so we will remedy that this

year. Last year we processed about 180 gallons of

mixed soil. We had quite a bit of Akadama left over.

This year, we may get to 200 gallons. Akadama,

pumice, and lava will be mixed at a ratio of 1:1:1.

Small and medium leftover amendments will also be

sold. Any large or small amendments not included in

a mix will be free to whoever has a use for them.

What do you need to do?

Soil Workshop – Save and bring sturdy cardboard

or plastic boxes for sifting and mixing stations. 
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Potluck and Soil Workshop   (Continued)

On the day of the workshop, before the set-up time,

a few volunteers with good lifting muscles are 

needed to help transport the soil materials from

Catherine’s place a couple of blocks away to the

workshop. Members with large sifters are asked 

to bring them. The club has about six. Bernard, can

we use your megasiftersaurus again? Members who

take soil home, please bring containers (buckets or

heavy duty plastic bags work great).

It is recommended you bring a dust mask and gloves

to the workshop. Dress appropriately for the weather.

This is a messy event, so please do not plan to leave

until the site is clear and clean.

Potluck – We need members to bring food and

drinks. The kitchen will be open to us starting at

11AM. The club will provide dry goods, hot tea and

coffee.  Diana, can you bring your big coffee maker? 

We need a couple of members to help set-up for

lunch and clean-up after the potluck. 

If you were not at the June member meeting, you

can sign-up by sending an email to

catherine.wolf@autodesk.com or calling

415-299-7061. 

Green Wood Carving

with Oscar Patzan

Oscar Patzan will show off his carving skills at our

August general meeting. If you haven’t seen what

Oscar can do with a juniper you’re in for a treat!

Green wood carving is a skill that can take a

relatively mundane tree and make it really shine.

Oscar’s interest in bonsai started four years ago, but

he found it difficult to discover what bonsai really

were before he joined BSSF; only then did he

develop a passion and admiration for bonsai. During

the past two years as part of this club, Oscar has

discovered that through bonsai he can apply his

wood carving skills (something that he has been

doing since childhood) to this art. Creating

deadwood on trees has given him the opportunity to

understand wood in a different and personal way –

by mimicking the process of nature. Oscar

emphasizes that deadwood is a naturally occurring

process in many trees, and its inclusion in bonsai

compositions adds elegance to the trees. Hopefully

Oscar’s experience can help and inspire new

members to discoverer their own abilities working

with bonsai.

New Board Appointments

BSSF is happy to announce a warm welcome to 

Bill Daniels as our new Raffle Chair.  Bill will be

heading up the monthly raffle table efforts.  You can

support BSSF and Bill's efforts by contacting him to

offer material for the raffle table.  We encourage

raffle items to coordinate with the monthly meeting

topic.  August will see green wood carving as a

topic, September is the annual benefit auction, and

October is Peter Tea's bending demo.

BSSF also extends a warm welcome and thanks to

Alison Seaman for taking on the role of Fundraising

Chair.  BSSF programs are supported by the

generosity of its members and friends.  We look

forward to working with Alison in her new role.
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BSSF  Meetings and Workshops
Unless otherwise noted, all meetings take place in

the County Fair Building at the corner of 9th Avenue

and Lincoln Way just inside Golden Gate Park.  To

secure a spot in any workshop or class, please sign

up with Eric Schrader via email eric[at

sign]phutu.com or Catherine Wolf catherine.wolf[at

sign]wolfwerk.com or call/text Catherine at

(415)299-7061.

Jul 16, 2016 – Annual Soil Workshop and

Potluck

There will be no 2nd Thursday Member Meeting in

July.  Instead we will have a club potluck and soil

workshop on Saturday, July 16th.  This is your

chance to get quality bonsai soil at the incredible

price of $5 / gallon, but you must participate.  Set-up

starts at 8:00AM.  Potluck starts at Noon.  We

expect to be done by 2PM.  Details are on pages 4-

5 of this newsletter.

Jul 24, 2016 - Basics I Class – 9:30AM -- 12:30PM

in the Garden Club Room

This class is designed for the beginning bonsai

student. To sign up, contact Catherine or Eric.

Other Programs Planned for 2016 

Aug 11, 2016 - BSSF Member Meeting:  Green

wood carving with our own Oscar Patzan

(Last names O – R please bring refreshments )  

Sep 8, 2016 - BSSF Member Meeting: Auction

and Fundraiser (Last names S bring refreshments)

Sep 17, 2016 - Basics I Class – 9:30AM – 12:30PM

in the Garden Club Room

Oct 9, 2016 – Master Series Workshop with Peter

Tea  9:30 AM– 5:30PM.  Location to be determined.

Oct 13, 2016 – BSSF Member Meeting:  Extreme

Bending with Peter Tea (Last names T - V bring

refreshments)

Nov 5  & 6, 2016 – Master Series Workshop with

Matt Reel – 9:30AM – 5:30PM both days

Nov 10, 2016 – BSSF Member Meeting:  Juniper

Practicum Lecture with Eric Schrader (Last

names W - Z bring refreshments)

Nov 13, 2016 – Juniper Practicum Workshop:

Styling

Dec 8, 2016 - BSSF Member Meeting: Holiday

party and BGLM Auction Fundraiser

Dec 11, 2016 - Basics II Class – Noon to 4PM in

the Garden Club Room

BSSF Announcements

Docenting at the Bonsai Garden at Lake Merritt

Have you visited the Bonsai Garden at Lake Merritt

in Oakland lately?  John Dale invites volunteers to

join him at the Garden on July 16 or any other third

Saturday at 1PM.  It’s a fun and an educational

opportunity for all bonsai enthusiasts.  No matter

your skill level, you can help care for these

wonderful trees and educate the public about the

art of bonsai. You can sign up with John Dale at a

general meeting. To volunteer at other times,

contact John McKisich, BGLM Docent Coordinator,

at mityglo@aol.com, 650-477-8540.

Member Meeting Refreshments 

Thank you, members, for bringing refreshments to

our monthly meetings.  Based on the first letter of

your last name, each member has only one

meeting to cover per year (excluding our two

potlucks).  July is a Potluck, Aug is O - R,

September is S, October is T - V, November is W -

Z, Dec is a Potluck.  The club will continue to

supply dry goods (plates, napkins, etc.) and hot

beverages (tea, coffee) to each meeting. 

BSSF Club Membership  Membership fees are

$30 for individuals, $50 for families and $20 for

seniors.  A  membership/ renewal form can be

found at bssf.org, click Join Us, then click Join

Now. 

Bonsai Sales at Monthly Meetings   Please

remember that any time during the year you wish

to sell bonsai trees, the BSSF welcomes you to

bring the trees to our monthly meetings

(September excepted) or workshops.  The club

receives 20% of the purchase price.

BSSF Bonsai Library   The BSSF has on hand a

large assortment of books, magazines, and other

literature about our favorite hobby.  To access the

library, arrive early at either the monthly meeting or

the monthly workshop and speak to Bernard

Marque.  Checking out materials requires a $5

deposit per item. 
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Other Bonsai Events in the Bay Area

August 6 – 7, 2016,  San Francisco

San Francisco Suiseki Kai: 35th Annual Suiseki

Union Bank Community Room, Japan Center, 

1675 Post Street. Show hours are 10 AM – 5 PM

Saturday and 11 AM – 5 PM Sunday. For more

information about this club, contact

sfsuisekikai@gmail.com or

visithttp://sfsuisekikai.wordpress.com.

August 20 – 21, 2016,  Santa Rosa

Redwood Empire Bonsai Society (REBS): 33rd

Annual show at the Santa Rosa Veterans Memorial

Building, 1351 Maple Avenue. Show hours are 10

AM to 5 PM on Saturday and 10 AM to 4 PM on

Sunday with demonstration by Bonsai Master Artist

Kathy Shaner from 1 to 3 PM both days. Free

admission and parking. For more information visit

their website www.rebsbonsai.org or contact Bob

Shimon at (707) 884-4126 or shimon@mcn.org.

BSSF Officers and Board of Directors

 
President: Members-at-Large

Eric Schrader Dan Casey

415-823-7984 John Dale 

eric@phutu.com Thom de Cant

Oscar Patzan

Vice President: Brian Schindler

Catherine Wolf

 Librarian:

Treasurer: Bernard Marque

Marge Casey

 Newsletter Editors: 

Secretary: Diana Lum     

Christian Werk Dave Gomberg

        

Webmaster:                          Website:

Eric Schrader www.bssf.org

About the Club:
The Bonsai Society of San Francisco exists to
encourage the enjoyment of the art of bonsai. Whether
defined simply as a tree in a tray or taken to the
heights of a living fine art form we come together to
share our joy and curiosity for growing living trees and
our enthusiasm for keeping them healthy and
beautiful.  We invite new members who share these
interests. 

BSSF General Meetings are on the 2nd Thursday of

the month at 7:15PM.  The Members Workshop is the

following Thursday (3rd Thursday of the month) at

7:00PM.  BSSF Board Meetings are held on the 4th

Monday at 7:00PM.  All meetings occur in the County

Fair Building at the corner of Ninth Avenue and

Lincoln Way.  Enter through the parking lot at Tenth
Ave and Lincoln and walk along path behind the
building to the doorway to the Recreation Room.

                  

Map to the County Fair Building
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